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Students enjoy a full spectrum of opportuni�es, from short-term study abroad programs to dual-

degree and combined programs with an increasing number of leading foreign universi�es, including  

Paris 1 Pantheon-Sorbonne University, Humboldt University of Berlin, Erasmus University, University  

of Luxembourg, Lancaster University School of Management, HEC Lausanne, ENSAE Paris, University  

of Turin, Kings College of Western University, Ghent University and others. In addi�on to taking courses,  

students of all levels are directly incorporated into the research ac�vi�es of the Faculty; 

students have access to cu�ng-edge academics and laboratories, HSE's research ins�tutes, and the 

interna�onal laboratories of the university as a whole. 



Department Head
Alexandr Surinov
Doctor of Sciences,  
Moscow Institute of Economics and Statistics

Doctor of Sciences, Financial University

Doctor of Sciences,  
RAS Institute of Control Sciences

icef.hse.ru/en/https://economics.hse.ru/en/defin

https://economics.hse.ru/en/dest https://economics.hse.ru/en/demat 

https://economics.hse.ru/en/det 
https://economics.hse.ru/en/depe

Doctor of Sciences, Moscow State University
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Because Faculty of Economic Sciences graduates 
undertake a few internships before graduation, 
many have full time jobs or job o�ers from Russian 
government, banks, multinational companies. The 
Faculty of Economic Sciences o�ers cutting edge 
research  opportunities, both for graduate and 
undergraduate students, which develops their 
ability for analytical thinking. Vast majority of 
students come with a strong mathematical 
background and olympiad experience from high 
school, which is advanced by challenging courses, 
research projects and intellectual competitions. 
After graduation more than half of students 
continue to graduate schools, the top of the class is 
o�ered admission to top ranked PhD and master 
programs in US and Europe.

 Other           Work                 Grad school/work



Financial Markets and Financial Institutions

195 000 – 390 000 RUB/year

Economic Analysis
300 000 RUB/yearEcon Analysis

Over the last three decades, HSE's economics program has
become one of the leading programs of its kind and is 
highly valued by business leaders in Russia and abroad. 
A degree from HSE gives students a competitive advantage, 
proven by the high demand for HSE graduates on the labor 
market and their success in international organizations 
(such as IMF), Russian government (Ministry of Economic 
Development, Ministry of Finance, and others), and 
prominent Russian and international companies such as 
SberBank, Gazprombank, Europe Finance, Accenture, 
Oliver Wyman, EY, Baker Tilly, KPMG, McKinsey, Deloitte, 
Nielsen, Raiffeisen bank, Tetra Pak, IBM, Unilever, ABBYY, 
and many others.

174 000 – 580 000 RUB/year

147 000 – 490 000 RUB/year

BusAnalytics

Econ + EconPol

StratCorpFin

174 000 – 580 000 RUB/year

Economics and Economic Policy (English tracks)
https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/economicpolicy
195 000 – 390 000 RUB/year

Master of Business Analytics
https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/mba/
1 280 000 RUB for the full course of study

195 000 – 390 000  RUB/year
https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/companyfin/

Economics and Economic Policy (Russian track)
195 000 – 390 000 RUB/yearEcon + EconPol

Statistical Analysis in Economics
195 000 – 390 000 RUB/yearStat Analisys

Agrarian Economics
195 000 – 390 000 RUB/yearAgrarian Econ

https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/mba/
https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/companyfin/
https://www.hse.ru/en/ba/economics/
https://www.hse.ru/en/ba/stat/
https://www.hse.ru/en/nes/
https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/economicanalysis
https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/economicpolicy/
https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/statanalys/
https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/agri/
https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/economicpolicy/
https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/statan/
https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/finmarket/
https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/cf/
https://www.hse.ru/en/ma/fineng/


Currently: PhD candidate and
research fellow, HSE Doctoral 
School in Economics





ECONOMICS AND ECONOMIC POLICY (RUSSIAN TRACK)
The purpose of this program is to prepare students for future work in academia,  government agencies, private 
companies, and centers for economic analysis. Graduates of the applied economics track are trained to analyze 
and forecast the consequences of decisions in business and public policy.    

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS IN ECONOMICS

in the economic theory and international statistical methodology, equipped with a range of problem-solving skills 
in measuring, analyzing, and modeling economic and social phenomena. 
Employability options are extensive and varied, including business, government, and international agencies.

STATISTICAL MODELLING AND ACTUARIAL SCIENCE
Two-year curriculum comprises the core courses in stochastic analysis and actuarial science.  Professors from the 
Laboratory of Stochastic Analysis and its Applications have many years of teaching experience in the leading 
Universities of France, Germany, UK, and US. Graduates will be well-prepared to compete for positions in leading 

positions at universities.

AGRARIAN ECONOMICS
The comprehensive program is developed on the basis of the best international practices and aims to training the 

agricultural production cycle and its inclusion in the value chain, the integration into digital environments, and 
sustainable environmental management. Employability options are not limited with the positions in the agrarian 
sector due to a wide range of courses on economic theory, institutional economics and the economics of 
consumer behavior within the curriculum.

FINANCIAL MARKETS AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
This interdisciplinary master’s program developed for economics and mathematics majors with the aim of training 

Development.

CORPORATE FINANCE

international companies as the course places a strong emphasis not only on theory but also on developing 
practical skills.

FINANCIAL ENGINEERING
Based on HSE’s ‘Stock Markets and Investments’ course the program encourages hands-on learning. Training is 

The online two-year master program is an opportunity to gain knowledge of companies, markets, and methods of 
practice-oriented analytical work on-the-job. Graduates of the program will have knowledge of economic theory at 
a level su�cient for predicting and analyzing decisions in the �elds of public or company policy.



ECONOMICS AND ECONOMIC POLICY  (IN ENGLISH)
The purpose of this program is to prepare students for future work in academia,  government agencies, 
private companies, and centers for economic analysis. Graduates of the applied economics track are 
trained to analyze and forecast the consequences of decisions in business and public policy. 
The research track provides thorough knowledge of economic theory and methods to carry out 
advanced theoretical and empirical research and prepares students for the  future academic career. 
Academic tutors help students to form individual plans which allow creating a curriculum best suited 
to each student.

STRATEGIC CORPORATE FINANCE PROGRAM (IN ENGLISH)
The English-taught two-year master’s program is designed for those who seek both a deep 
understanding of �nance and a broad professional perspective.  While the focus is on corporate �nance, 
the programme has a balanced curriculum covering macroeconomics, microeconomics, econometrics, 
quantitative �nance, behavioural �nance, and many more. Graduates of the programme work at 
leading consulting groups, investment banks, M&A advisory �rms, and investment funds in Moscow, 
London and other global �nancial centers. Some pursue careers as strategy consultants, buy-side 
analysts, and portfolio managers, while others develop their own businesses, conduct academic 
research, and work as CFOs in real sector companies. 

MASTER OF BUSINESS ANALYTICS  (IN ENGLISH)
Ms of Business Analytics concentrates on international experience in value creation analysis involving 
non-�nancial capitals of a company, their measurement and disclosure, upcoming value reporting 
formats for companies and assurance strategies to �t new types and dimensions of data. It develops 
the ability to measure non-�nancial capitals, to adjust these metrics to industry and type of business 
and to secure the connectivity between non-�nancial resources and �nancial performance of a 
company. The program is built on the project-centered approach  and includes  the Virtual Labs by 
leading international experts from Europe, USA and Asia, as well as real life project workshops with  
country spots and  cases  from di�erent countries and industries built into  the courses. The program is 
taught fully online  at Coursera platform.



EXCHANGE AND DUAL DEGREE PROGRAMS FOR MASTER STUDENTS



PhD 2020, Doctoral
School of Economics;
Russian government
scholarship recipient



2015-21

MIT

INSEAD

Boston College's Carroll School of Management

Loyola Marymount University

Einaudi Institute for Economics and Finance

Brown



 INTERNATIONAL CENTRE OF DECISION CHOICE AND ANALYSIS
The Centre’s

Director of Centre,
Faculty of Economic Sciences

The  International Centre of Decision Choice and Analysis

 University



CENTRE FOR FINANCIAL RESEARCH & DATA ANALYTICS (CFRDA)

CFRDA



One of the most important research events in Russia is HSE April Conference. Each year, leading Russian and 
international academics, and international prize-winners deliver academic reports, research presentations, and guest 

OECD, major international companies, prominent social activist groups, and more attend.

In April 2021, the 22nd International Academic Conference on Economic and Social Development, Russia’s leading 
academic forum on social and economic sciences, was held in Moscow. The program included sections on 

relations and global economics. Over two weeks, HSE University hosts online plenary discussions, thematic sessions 
involving presentation of academic reports, and expert round tables on current issues in economic and social 
development.

SEMINAR SERIES
The Faculty of Economic Sciences maintains the following seminar series:

•   Job Market Seminar Series starts late November and continues till early spring for international recruiting.
•   International Research Seminar (held bi-weekly since 2016) Organizers: Alexander Tarasov atarasov@hse.ru
•   HSE Research Seminar on Political Economy Organizers: Alexei Zakharov (HSE) avzakharov@ hse.ru 
Konstantin Sonin (HSE, University of Chicago Harris School of Public Policy)
•   Centre for Labour Market Studies and Laboratory for Labour Market Studies Research Seminar focuses 
on the wide range of labour-related issues. Supervisors: Vladimir Gimpelson (CLMS; IZA), Rostislav 
Kapeliushnikov (IMEMO RAS; CLMS) and Sergey Roshchin (LLMS). Coordinators: Anna Zudina azudina@hse.ru 
(CLMS), Sergey Solntsev ssolntsev@hse.ru (LLMS). 
•   The IZA-HSE University International Labor Seminar (since 2018), organized jointly by the Centre for 
Labour Market Studies and the IZA Institute of Labor Economics in Bohn, invites leading scholars in labor 
economics working on post-transition and emerging economies. Supervisors: Hartmut Lehmann (CLMS; IZA), 
Vladimir Gimpelson (CLMS; IZA). Coordinators: Anna Zudina azudina@hse.ru (CLMS), Liliya Gubaidullina 
lgubajdullina@hse.ru (CLMS), Sergey Solntsev ssolntsev@hse.ru (LLMS). 
•   Research Seminar on Empirical Studies of Banking . This seminar is the platform for discussing relevant 
questions and results of empirical research of the bank activity. The seminar is compulsory for the doctoral 

Karminsky akarminsky@hse.ru
•   Research Seminar «Empirical Researches of Corporate Finance». The seminar is a platform for discussing 

doctoral students of the School of Finance for testing the result of their researches. Supervisor: Professor Irina V. 
Ivashkovskaya iivashkovskaya@hse.ru
•   All-Moscow seminar  
(since 2004) brings together research on mathematical modelling of economic, social, and political processes, as 
well as modern information technologies and data analysis. Moderators: Fuad Aleskerov alesk@hse.ru, Vladislav 
Podinovskiy, Boris Mirkin.
•   

•   Research and study group  (since 2015) to improve work of 

and computational point of view. Head: Vladimir Gordin. Coordinator: Alexander Shemendyuk 
alex.shemendyuk@gmaiI.com
•   International workshop LSA winter meeting in December brings together leading research centers of France, 
Italy, USA, UK, Chile, Germany, and Russia. Head: Valentin Konakov vkonakov@hse.ru.
•   Research seminar of Laboratory of Sports Studies aims at providing an opportunity to discuss the recent 

research in sports.
•   Department of Applied Economics Research Seminar brings together colleagues from Russia and 
elsewhere who specialize in quantitative analysis (primarily econometrics and institutional analysis), labour 
economics and personnel management, economic analysis of social issues and public policy, competitiveness 

avdash@ hse.ru Coordinator: Maxim Shevelev, mshevelev@hse.ru

Frontiers of Macroeconomic Research International Workshop of ILMA (since 2018) brings together 
foreign senior macroeconomists, HSE research fellows, and other research and policy units to discuss research, 
receive critical support, and establish new collaborations. Organizing Committee: Hubert Kempf, Academic 
Supervisor of ILMA, Professor Ecole Normale Supérieure Paris-Saclay, Sergey Pekarski, Head of ILMA; Sergey 
Merzlyakov, smerzlyakov@hse.ru, Deputy Head Of ILMA.



$40 per month, as of 2021.



HSE provides housing in dormitories to full scholarship and exchange students. Other students are 
assisted to �nd a�ordable accommodation in town or designated areas for HSE students.



2022

https://www.hse.ru/international/semester/

https://economics.hse.ru/en/io/
https://www.hse.ru/admissions/graduate-apply
https://www.hse.ru/international/semester/
https://aspirantura.hse.ru/en/admission
https://www.hse.ru/admissions/undergraduate-apply
https://www.hse.ru/admissions/exchange-apply


https://www.hse.ru/en/
https://economics.hse.ru/en/
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